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Abstract
Applying nite-dierences to a generating function produces formulas
for the permanent of a matrix. We present a setting of the nite-dierence
parameters for which the permanent formula has many zero-valued terms
when applied to 0-1 matrices. We outline a method to reduce computa-
tion by eliminating sets of zero-valued terms and show that the method
signicantly increases the computation speed.
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21 Introduction
The permanent of an n  n 0-1 matrix is the number of n-sets of one-valued
entries with one entry from each row and one entry from each column. If the
matrix indicates adjacencies in a graph, then the permanent is the number
of sets of cycles with each vertex on exactly one cycle. If the rows represent
workers, the columns represent jobs, and one-valued entries indicate worker-job
compatibility, then the permanent is the number of assignments in which each
worker has a job and each job has a worker.
The problem of computing the 0-1 matrix permanent is #P-complete [9].
For example, #P problems include counting the Hamiltonian cycles in a graph,
vertex colorings, and assignments that satisfy a CNF formula.
Ryser [8] developed an inclusion and exclusion algorithm for the perma-
nent. The algorithm has time complexity O(2
n
poly n) and space complexity
O(poly n). Finite-dierence formulas [3] include Ryser's formula as a special
case, and they have the same worst-case complexities. However, nite-dierence
formulas have some free parameters, and, in the average case, the computation
can be signicantly reduced by choosing appropriate parameter settings.
For a parameter setting analyzed in [3], the expected fraction of zero-valued
terms goes to 100% as the matrix size increases. This paper introduces a supe-
rior parameter setting, with even more zero-valued terms. The new parameter
setting produces increases in computation speed that are especially dramatic
for sparse matrices.
32 Finite-Dierences
Denition 1 (Finite-Dierence Operator) The nite-dierence operator with
respect to x
j
, written D
j
(u
j
; v
j
), is dened as follows:
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2.1 Notation
To simplify formulas, we denote assignments to variables in f(x
1
; : : : ; x
n
) by
their assigned values and omit free variables. Some examples:
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1
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n
).
 f(u
i
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i
= u
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Also, we abbreviate D
j
(u
j
; v
j
) by D
j
. In the shortened notation, the denition
of the nite-dierence operator can be rewritten as:
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2.2 Finite-Dierences and Multilinear Terms
For P () a polynomial with every term of degree n or less, D
1
  D
n
P () is the
coecient of the multilinear term x
1
  x
n
. A proof of this property is given in
[3]. Intuitively, each D
j
acts as a derivative with respect to x
j
, so the compo-
sition D
1
  D
n
nds the derivative with respect to every variable. Since the
polynomial's terms have degree n or less, each term other than the multilinear
term lacks some variable. Since the term is constant with respect to the missing
variable, the dierence operator that corresponds to the missing variable kills
the term.
2.3 Finite-Dierence Formulas
Expanding the nite dierence operators produces a formula for the multilinear
term:
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4where s(x
1
; : : : ; x
n
) is the number of variables x
j
set to v
j
. Computing the
formula requires 2
n
evaluations of P (), so if each evaluation requires O(poly n)
time and O(poly n) space, then the entire computation requires O(2
n
poly n)
time and O(poly n) space.
53 The Permanent is the Multilinear Term of a
Polynomial
The permanent of matrix A is dened by:
per A =
X
j
1
j
n
a
1j
1
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n
(5)
where j
1
   j
n
is a permutation of 1 : : : n. Note that each term has one entry
from each row and one entry from each column.
Examine the product of row sums:
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Each term has one entry from each row. The permanent terms are the terms
that also have one entry from each column.
Dene [A(x)]
ij
= [A]
ij
x
j
, i.e. multiply each column j by x
j
. Examine the
product of row sums of A(x):
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The variables x
j
indicate the columns from which the entries were drawn. Since
the permanent terms have one element from each column, the permanent is the
coecient of the multilinear term of P (x). Hence,
per A = D
1
  D
n
P (x) (8)
64 Setting Finite-Dierence Parameters to Pro-
duce Zero-Valued Terms
Assume the entries of A are determined randomly and independently, with each
entry taking value one with probability p and value zero with probability q =
1  p. Assume 0 < p < 1.
In nite-dierence formula (4), a term has value zero when P (x) has value
zero. This occurs when the entries of some row of A(x) sum to zero.
Given x, the probabilities of row sums being zero are independent. So the
expected fraction of zero-valued terms in the formula is:
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where a
j
= 1 with probability p and a
j
= 0 with probability q = 1  p.
We will specify expression (9) for three nite-dierence settings { the in-
clusion and exclusion setting, a setting previously used to produce many zero-
valued terms [3], and the new setting that produces more zero-valued terms.
Setting u = 1 and v = 0 produces the inclusion and exclusion formula [8, 3].
The expected fraction of terms with value zero is:
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Let k be the number of variables assigned one.
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For xed p > 0, this value goes to zero as n increases, i.e. the expected fraction
of zero-valued terms goes to 0% (see Figure 1).
Now set u = 1 and v =  1. Once again, let k be the number of variables
assigned one. The expected fraction of zero terms is:
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7For xed p < 1, this value goes to one as n increases, i.e. the expected fraction
of zero-valued terms goes to 100% (see Figure 1). The expected fraction of
nonzero-valued terms is O(
1
p
n
q
p
logn
) [3].
The new setting is as follows: u
j
= 1 for odd j, u
j
=  1 for even j, and
v = 0. Let k
1
be the number of variables assigned one, and let k
2
be the number
of variables assigned negative one. To simplify the derivation, assume n is even
and let m =
n
2
. The expected fraction of zero-valued terms is:
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Let  be the number of a
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; : : : ; a
k
1
with value one, and sum over cases.
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For xed p < 1, this value goes to one as n increases, i.e. the expected fraction
of zero-valued terms goes to 100%. The expected fraction of nonzero-valued
terms is O(
1
n
q
p
p
logn
) [4].
The new setting produces a signicantly higher fraction of zero terms than
the u = 1 and v =  1 setting (see Figure 1). Figure 2 shows the expected
fractions of zero-valued terms in the new formula for various entry probabilities
p. For sparse matrices (p = 0:25), the expected fraction of zero-valued terms is
nearly 100% for matrices of size 20 and larger.
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5 Eliminating Sets of Zero Terms to Speed Com-
putation
The following algorithm computes the permanent by evaluating the nite-dierences
in the expression
per A = D
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n
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Matrix A, matrix size n, and nite dierence parameters u and v are global
variables. The function call F(1,0) evaluates the permanent. Each function
call F(j,r) evaluates D
j
  D
n
P (x). Variable r accumulates row sums as the
variables x
j
receive assignments. In each function call,
r
i
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We use a
j
to denote column j of A.
F(j,r):
f
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Each function call F(j,r) assigns a value to x
j
, and the descendent function
calls assign values to x
j+1
; : : : ; x
n
. If, for some row, the partial row sum r
i
is
zero, and the entries in columns j through n are all zero, then the row sum
will remain zero in all descendent function calls. Hence, all descendent function
calls will return zero. The following algorithm avoids these descendent function
calls and returns zero instead. Each global variable f
i
stores the column of the
rightmost nonzero element in row i.
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The computational savings scale exponentially with the level of recursion at
which zero terms are collected. We encourage ecient collection of zero terms
by permuting the columns of A to pack nonzero entries to the left, using the
following procedure. First, choose a row with a minimum number of nonzero
11
p % zero-valued terms % function calls eliminated
0.25 99.38 98.08
0.50 94.10 81.22
0.75 82.84 52.49
Table 1: Matrix size 10 { percentages of terms with value zero and percentages
of function calls eliminated. Each value is the average over 100 random matrices.
p % zero-valued terms % function calls eliminated
0.25 99.82 99.25
0.50 97.23 85.79
0.75 87.47 56.35
Table 2: Matrix size 20 { percentages of terms with value zero and percentages
of function calls eliminated. Each value is the average over 100 random matrices.
entries. Permute the columns of A to pack the row's nonzero entries into the
leftmost columns. Then choose a row with a minimum (but positive) num-
ber of nonzero entries in the remaining columns, and permute the remaining
columns to pack those nonzero entries to the left. Repeat until all columns have
been packed (or until columns with only zero entries remain, in which case the
permanent is zero.)
Tables 1 and 2 show the results of using the preprocessing procedure with
function G and the new formula. Our procedure is very eective for sparse
matrices. For example, with matrix size n = 20 and entry probability p = 0:25,
only 100% 99:25%= 0:75% of the function calls are executed, speeding up the
computation by a factor of
1
0:0075
 133. Also, note that the fraction of function
calls avoided increases as the matrix size increases.
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6 Discussion
Some parameter settings may produce even more zero-valued terms. We have
found that the number of zero-valued terms can be increased by tailoring the
nite-dierence parameters to problem instances [1], and there is much more
work to be done in this area. Furthermore, some settings may allow computa-
tional advantages by means other than producing zero-valued terms.
Our procedure to collect sets of zero-valued terms is crude and simple. The
computational savings are signicant for sparse matrices, but not so for dense
matrices. More sophisticated or clever methods may lead to improvements in
this area.
Finite-dierence formulas may yield good estimators for the permanent. For-
mulas with few large terms and many small terms may be eciently estimated
by computing the large terms and inferring the sum of the small terms from
a sample. In the formula introduced in this paper, terms with many variables
x
j
assigned zero and terms with about the same number of positive and neg-
ative assignments are likely to have small values. (For information on other
approaches to estimating the permanent, see [5, 6, 7].)
Finally, nite-dierence formulas can be developed for other problems. For
example, nite-dierence formulas have been used to count paths and cycles in
graphs [2]. For counting problems, all that is needed is a generating function
with degree equal to the number of variables and with the multilinear term
corresponding to the objects to be counted. Once nite-dierence formulas are
developed, the challenge is to nd parameter settings that produce reductions
in computation.
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